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Infrastructure Services

Banff & Buchan Area Committee Report – 04 May 2021
Reference No: APP/2021/0301
Planning Permission in Principle for Erection of Dwellinghouse at Land at The
Old Aerodrome, Inverallochy, Aberdeenshire, AB43 8YD
Applicant:
Agent:

Ms B Whyte
Baxter Design Company

Grid Ref:
Ward No. and Name:
Application Type:
Representations:
Consultations:
Relevant Proposals Map Designations:
Complies with Development Plans:
Main Recommendation:

E:404467 N:864816
W03 Fraserburgh and District
Planning Permission in Principle
0
3
Special Rural Areas (Coastal Zone)
No
Refuse

NOT TO SCALE
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown
copyright and database rights. Ordnance Survey Licence Number 0100020767.
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1.

Reason for Report

1.1

The Committee is able to consider and take a decision on this item in terms of
Section B.8.1 of Part 2A List of Committee Powers and Section C.3.1i of Part
2C Planning Delegations of the Scheme of Governance as the application is
recommended for refusal but at least two Local Ward Members in the Ward in
which the development is proposed, have requested that the application be
referred to the Area Committee.


Councillor Buchan: To consider the reasons for refusal



Councillor Kille: To further discuss whether foundations can or should
be a building to consider replacing under the policy.



Councillor Mair: The site's history merits further consideration by the
committee



Councillor Topping: To look more closely at reasons for refusal.

1.2

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report and had no comments to
make and are satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of
Governance and relevant legislation.

2.

Background and Proposal

2.1

This application seeks Planning Permission in Principle for the erection of a
single dwelling upon a vacant site found just outwith the settlement boundary
belonging to Cairnbulg / Inverallochy. The site is also found within the Coastal
Zone as defined by the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.

2.2

The 0.21-hectare site is bound to the west by a private access track where
access to the site would be gained from the public road network and is
otherwise immediately surrounded by land belonging to the applicant, beyond
which to the north and east is a former railway line. The wider context of the
site is defined by modern dwellinghouses belonging to Allochy Place and
Cairndernity Place towards the north west and north east, a bowling green
and golf course found further to the east, a former airfield to the west and a
large dwelling with generous curtilage further to the south. Location and
indicative block plans are attached as Appendices 1 and 2 respectively.

2.3

It is proposed that the site be served by both a public water supply and a
public mains sewer connection.

2.4

Planning History
Pre-Application Enquiry reference ENQ/2020/1638 – The applicant for this
application submitted a pre-application enquiry in November 2020 to enquire
the likelihood of planning permission being obtained for a single dwelling on
this site.
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2.5

As part of the response provided by the Planning Service the enquirer was
informed that an application would be unlikely to be supported in principle due
to noncompliance with the terms of Policy R1: Special rural areas which would
be applied due to the location of the site within the Coastal Zone.

2.6

The enquirer was also informed due to the proximity of the site to the former
Inverallochy airfield to the west that should a formal application be submitted
that it should contain a site investigation in order to allow the Council’s
Contaminated Land Unit make an assessment as to whether there is any risk
of contamination to the site.

2.7

Supporting Information
Site Investigation by Enviro Surveying Ltd (ESL) February 2021
This document provides a comprehensive overview of the site in terms of
drainage, geology, hydrology and previous land uses.
Planning Statement by Baxter Design Company
This document provides a brief overview of the proposal which is partially
composed in direct response to pre-application advice provided by the
Planning Service. It is also stated that physical evidence of the foundations of
a church which was previously approved and subsequent construction of
which started but never completed on this site remains.

3.

Representations

3.1

No valid letters of representation have been received.

4.

Consultations

4.1

Infrastructure Services (Flood Risk and Coastal Protection) do not object
to this application subject to a condition which will secure details of proposed
surface water drainage infrastructure.

4.2

Infrastructure Services (Roads Development) do not object to this
application subject to appropriate conditions.

4.3

Scottish Water do not object to this application confirming there is sufficient
capacity within the local wastewater infrastructure to accommodate the
proposal. The consultee has however requested that the developer submit a
predevelopment enquiry (PDE) in order to confirm public water supply
capacity.

5.

Relevant Planning Policies

5.1

Scottish Planning Policy
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The aim of the Scottish Planning Policies is to ensure that development and
changes in land use occur in suitable locations and are sustainable. The
planning system must also provide protection from inappropriate
development. Its primary objectives are:
 to set the land use framework for promoting sustainable economic

development;
 to encourage and support regeneration; and
 to maintain and enhance the quality of the natural heritage and built

environment.
Development and conservation are not mutually exclusive objectives; the aim
is to resolve conflicts between the objectives set out above and to manage
change. Planning policies and decisions should not prevent or inhibit
development unless there are sound reasons for doing so. The planning
system guides the future development and use of land in cities, towns and
rural areas in the long term public interest. The goal is a prosperous and
socially just Scotland with a strong economy, homes, jobs and a good living
environment for everyone.
5.2

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2020
The Strategic Development Plan was approved on 12 August 2020.
The purpose of this Plan is to set a clear direction for the future development
of the City Region. It sets the strategic framework for investment in jobs,
homes and infrastructure over the next 20 years. All parts of the Strategic
Development Plan area will fall within either a strategic growth area or a local
growth and diversification area. Some areas are also identified as
regeneration priority areas. There are also general objectives identified. In
summary, these cover promoting economic growth, promoting sustainable
economic development which will reduce carbon dioxide production, adapt to
the effects of climate change and limit the amount of non-renewable
resources used, encouraging population growth, maintaining and improving
the region’s built, natural and cultural assets, promoting sustainable
communities and improving accessibility in developments.
The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 will continue to be the
primary document against which applications are considered. The Aberdeen
City & Shire SDP 2020 as approved forms part of the Development Plan.

5.3

Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017
Policy R1: Special rural areas
Policy P1: Layout, siting and design
Policy P4: Hazardous and potentially polluting developments and
contaminated land
Policy C1: Using resources in buildings
Policy RD1: Providing suitable services
Policy RD2: Developers’ obligations
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5.4

Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2020
Aberdeenshire Council on 5 March 2020 resolved to agree the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (LDP) 2020 as the ‘settled view of the
Council’ on what the final adopted content of the LDP 2021 should be. A
period during which representations on the Proposed LDP 2020 could be
made took place between 25 May and 31 July 2020.
The Proposed LDP 2020 is a material consideration in the determination of
planning applications. The Planning Authority must therefore assess what
weight it should have in the context of this particular application. The
Proposed LDP has been subject to public scrutiny and has now been
submitted for Examination by an independent Reporter. Nevertheless, it is
considered that the level of weight that should be applied to the Proposed
LDP 2020 remains as not significant at this time. The Aberdeenshire LDP
2017 remains the up-to-date LDP for the area and the primary document
against which planning applications should be determined until such time as a
new LDP for the area is adopted.

5.5

Other Material Considerations
None.

6.

Discussion

6.1

This application seeks Planning Permission in Principle for the erection of a
single dwelling upon a vacant site found within a special rural area, outwith
the confines of a defined settlement. Therefore, the key planning issues are
the principle of development, layout, siting and design, access and servicing
in addition to other specific considerations.
Principle of Development

6.2

The site is found within the Coastal Zone as defined by the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan 2017, therefore any proposal in such designation
must be considered against Policy R1: Special rural areas in order to
determine whether or not the proposal can be accepted in principle.

6.3

Policy R1: Special rural areas relates specifically to both the Greenbelt and
Coastal Zone areas of Aberdeenshire which stipulate a more restrictive
approach to development compared to other rural area of Aberdeenshire
which fall outwith such areas. With regards to Coastal Zone this policy shall
only support development where the proposal requires a coastal location
whilst demonstrating that social and economic benefits would outweigh any
environmental impacts or alternatively development should involve the
redevelopment of an existing building or within the curtilage of an existing
building.

6.4

In this case the applicant contests that foundations observed on site at
present, which relate to a church building which received planning consent
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around 30 years ago but was never subsequently completed, constitutes
evidence of a building which could be redeveloped for the purposes of
erection of a new dwellinghouse.
6.5

However, upon visual inspection the foundations on site remain as only trench
like features within the ground. Although there is no doubt some form of
mechanical process has been undertaken to achieve these foundations
indicating a start to the development, the fundamental point remains that there
has been no resulting building works following on from these foundations to
form a building.

6.6

Therefore, the Planning Service remain satisfied that based on current site
conditions there is no building on site nor is there a curtilage belonging to an
existing building which would allow the proposal to be accepted as a form
redevelopment and thus would be unable to be supported in principle under
the terms of Policy R1: Special rural areas.
Layout, Siting and Design

6.7

As this is an application in principle only there are no floor plans or elevations
of the proposed dwelling available for assessment. However, the application
site appears to be of an ample size to accommodate a new dwelling whilst
providing sufficient space for access and servicing arrangements in addition
to usable private garden ground.

6.8

The proposal would also largely reflect the pattern of development observed
to the south along the western side of the former railway line which is
characterised by large executive homes set in substantial grounds.

6.9

Therefore, the proposal is not considered contrary to Policy P1: Layout, siting
and design.
Access and Servicing

6.10

Roads Development have assessed the application in terms of visibility splays
which can be achieved at the point of connection with the public road in
addition to the provision of off-street parking which can be achieved within the
site, confirming it has no objection subject to appropriate conditions.

6.11

Scottish Water have also confirmed it does not object to this application in
terms of the proposed dwelling obtaining a public water supply and
connection to the main sewer network for the purposes of foul water but have
advised the developer to make direct contact in order to confirm capacity in
relation to public water provision.

6.12

Flood Risk and Coastal Protection do not object to this application subject to a
condition which will secure details of proposed surface water drainage
infrastructure which would be installed to serve the dwelling should this
application in principle be approved.
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6.13

Overall, the application is therefore deemed to comply with Policy RD1:
Providing suitable services.
Other Considerations

6.14

The Council’s Contaminated Land Unit have been consulted on this
application given the proximity of the site to the adjacent former Inverallochy
Airfield which occupies the majority of the land to the immediate south and
south west of the defined village of Cairnbulg/ Inverallochy.

6.15

Having been involved at pre-application stage, the consultee had previously
advised that a site investigation would be required as part of a formal
application submission.

6.16

Under normal circumstances Contaminated Land would consult directly with
SEPA regarding the submitted report on the basis there may be potential for
radioactive remains within the site due to adjacent land uses. However, SEPA
at the present time are unresponsive to providing feedback on planning
applications. Notwithstanding Contaminated Land have confirmed in terms of
their considerations and remit that the content, conclusion and
recommendations of the site investigation report remain satisfactory and
therefore do not object to this application subject to a condition which would
require the developer to undertake a risk assessment for unexploded
ordnance within the site.

6.17 The application therefore complies with Policy P4: Hazardous and potentially
polluting developments and contaminated land.
6.18

In the event of approval, a condition shall be applied to secure an energy
statement for the proposed dwelling which demonstrates compliance with
applicable building standards regulations regarding energy efficiency prior to
works commencing on site which will secure compliance with Policy C1 Using
resources in buildings.

6.19 Finally, Developer Obligations confirm that the proposal does not engage
developer contributions, and as such no contribution is required. Therefore,
the proposal is deemed to comply with Policy RD2 Developers obligations.
Conclusion
6.20

In terms of assessment against the Strategic Development Plan, due to the
small scale of this proposal the proposed development is not considered to be
strategic or regionally significant, or require consideration of cross-boundary
issues and, therefore, does not require detailed consideration against the
SDP.

6.21

The Planning Authority considers that the application is for a development that
is not in accordance with the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017.
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6.22

The application does not comply with Policy R1: Special rural areas of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 as the site at present contains
only the foundations relating to the construction of a church building which
was approved many years ago. Although this development clearly started,
works did not advance beyond the provision of foundations with the
subsequent building never completed. It therefore remains the view of the
Planning Service that these foundations in their own right do not constitute an
existing building which could be potentially redeveloped in compliance with
Policy R1 and as such the application must be recommended for refusal.

7.

Area Implications

7.1

In the specific circumstances of this application there is no direct connection
with the currently specified objectives and identified actions of the Local
Community Plan.

8.

Implications and Risk

8.1

An Equalities Impact Assessment is not required because the proposed
development is not considered to give rise to any differential impacts on those
with protected characteristics.

8.2

There are no staffing and financial implications.

8.3

There are no risks identified in respect of this matter in terms of the Corporate
and Directorate Risk Registers as the Committee is considering the
application as the planning authority in a quasi-judicial role and must
determine the application on its own merits in accordance with the
Development Plan unless material considerations justify a departure.

9.

Sustainability Implications

9.1

No separate consideration of the current proposal’s degree of sustainability is
required as the concept is implicit to and wholly integral with the planning
process against the policies of which it has been measured.

10.

Departures, Notifications and Referrals

10.1

Strategic Development Plan Departures
None

10.2

Local Development Plan Departures
Policy R1: Special rural areas

10.3

The application is a Departure from the valid Local Development Plan or
Strategic Development Plan and has been advertised as such. Any
representations received have been circulated as part of the agenda and
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taken into account in recommending a decision. The period for receiving
representations has expired.
10.4

The application does not fall within any of the categories contained in the
Schedule of the Town and Country Planning (Notification of Applications)
(Scotland) Direction 2009 and the application is not required to be notified to
the Scottish Ministers prior to determination.

10.5

The application would not have to be referred to Infrastructure Services
Committee in the event of the Area Committee wishing to grant permission for
the application.

11.

Recommendation

11.1

REFUSE Full Planning Permission for the following reason:1.

The application does not comply with Policy R1: Special rural areas of
the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 as the site at present
contains only the foundations relating to the construction of a church
building which was approved many years ago. Although this
development clearly started, works did not advance beyond the
provision of foundations with the subsequent building never completed.
It therefore remains the view of the Planning Service that these
foundations in their own right do not constitute an existing building
which could be potentially redeveloped in compliance with Policy R1
and as such the application must be recommended for refusal.

Alan Wood
Director of Infrastructure Services
Author: Stuart Newlands
Date: 15 April 2021
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Appendix 1
Location Plan
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Appendix 2
Block Plan

